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Abstract
The scope of this report is to evaluate some of the cognitive analysing techniques that are

available and that might be useful for calibration, validation and data analysis of a satellite
measurement system. As an example, these cognitive techniques are used to perform a post
launch calibration of the three-dimensional ion composition spectrometer, TICS, on the Freja
satellite.
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Preface

Instruments onboard scientific satellites are usually unique and state of the art. The
instruments use high technology equipment and are sometimes extremely sensitive for the
environment that they are operating in. This makes calibrations and preliminary tests of the
instruments difficult. Furthermore, even if the measuring technique used is well known, and
similar instruments have been used on other missions, the actual instrument is usually not
tested in space before launch. The electronic devices used might be new, or the material
shielding the instrument, or maybe only the combination of the measuring systems on the
satellite is new. Regardless of how many tests, calibrations, calculations and preparations that
are made before launch of a satellite, no one can tell exactly how an instrument will perform
before it is in orbit.

Problems might occur due to the failure of some equipment, e.g. mechanical systems that
are supposed to put the instrument in position might fail or the environment might actually be
somewhat different than expected. All this means that calibrations and preparations made on
ground might not be valid once in operation. In fact, it is quite common that instrumental
effects and operation capabilities cannot be investigated or calibrated before the system is in
orbit.

It would be useful if one could, either confirm or improve, calibrations of a satellite
instrument made before launch, based on the actual measurements made in space. This report
focuses on some of the cognitive analysing techniques that are available and that might be
useful for such a post calibration (validation) of a satellite measurement system. As an
example, these techniques are used to perform a post launch calibration of the three-
dimensional ion composition spectrometer, TICS, on the Freja satellite.



Summary

Part I: The evaluation of the ion mass spectra measured by TICS, especially focusing on
the causality among the channels in radial direction on each sector, show that there are strong
crosstalk for closest and possible even second closest neighbouring channels. Due to this,
TICS radial resolution is decreased to about 8-16 levels. The different ion peaks originally
expected to be identified in the ion mass spectra was H4", He+, He"1"1" and O+. However, the
study of TICS data can only analythically identify two possible latent roots (ion species/peaks)
of statistical significance in the ion mass spectra. A third region in the ion mass spectra that
possibly includes additionaly ion species can indirectly be identified from the location of the
two others. A new set of integration points in the ion mass spectra, to use during low
resuliution measurements, is given due to these identified ion regions.

Part H: A new set of angular sector sensitivity values was determined in this analysis. The
analysis shows that sector sensitivity depend on both sector and the ion masses, or more
correct, the inner - outer area of the MCP and the following anode-system. A new set of
sector sensitivity values are given, both in relative and in absolute numbers. The correlation
between the new and old (relative) sector values is fairly high, except for sectors in the
beginning and end of the sector sequence. This is probably due to the construction of TICS,
and some possible explanations are discussed. The new absolute sensitivity values differ by a
factor 2-5 compared to the original calibrated values.
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Introduction

A post-launch calibration of the three-dimensional ion composition spectrometer, TICS,
[Eliasson et al., 1994] on board the Freja satellite [IRF Scientific Report 214, 1993] has been
made to improve the interpretation of TICS data and also to improve knowledge about TICS
itself. In appendix A TICS and its operation are briefly described. Further information can also
be found in Norberg et al, [1991], [Freja F3H User Handbook] and C:son Brandt [1994].

TICS is a part of the "Hot plasma" F3H experiment which includes both an electron
spectrometer, MATE, and an ion spectrometer, TICS, on the Freja satellite. TICS was
designed to study ions in the lower magnetosphere and the upper ionosphere, especially the
hot ions (i.e. ions that have energies in the range leV up to about4keV). Ions in the
ionosphere can have different origins, e.g. the solar wind or the atmosphere. For example,
hydrogen and helium ions that precipitate along the magnetic field lines in the keV energy
range have usually entered the earth's magnetosphere from the solar wind, while oxygen ions
have their origin in the atmosphere and are usually detected in the energy range of 1-100 eV.
Different ions of different energies can thus be detected at different pitch angles Pa, see
appendix A.

The calibration addresses several issues:

1) To identify the location of the different ion peaks (H+, He"^", He+ and
0+) in the ion mass spectra and thus define suitable integration points
(appendix A) to determine the actual numbers of a certain ion that is
detected.

2) Determine the ion mass resolution capability during BURST mode
(appendix A) measurements.

3) Estimate a new set of sector sensitivity1 coefficients, both relative and in
absolute values

The report is divided into two data analysing parts, one data selection part and an
overall conclusion. Part I is about mass group identification and resolution, part II is about the
sector sensitivity and. The data selection part discuss orbits used, data selection criteria and a
motivation of why only high energy levels (above 80 eV) are used in part II. The data
selection also unveils some indication of errors in low energy measurements (below 4 eV).

circular ion detection unit in TICS is divided up into several angular sectors (appendix A), these
sectors all have different sensitivity due to its construction.



Part 1: Identification of Ion Mass Spectra Components

An important question is if ion mass data measured by TICS during BURST mode
actually show causality that corresponds to the original calibration of masschannel integration
points during other modes (i.e. Normal High, see appendix A). The different ion peaks
originally expected to be identified in the TICS ion mass spectra was H+, He+, He"^ and 0+.
The position of the ion peaks in the mass spectra depends on the energy of the ions, at least
for high energies ( « above keV). The original intended energy range for TICS was 1.3 -
12500 eV, but during final preparation this range was lowered to 1 - 4300 eV. However, the
calibration that was made to identify the integration points for each ion species was made for
the original energy range. The 11 highest energy levels all had different settings of the various
integration points. These settings were kept even when the energy range was changed, see
table 1.1, because it was not possible to re-calibrate TICS at that moment.

The ions are "post accelerated" by 4 kV (the acceleration voltage can under specific
measurement modes be altered to 300 V or 0 V). That is, all ions are given an additional 4
keV energy before the are influenced by the permanent magnetic field inside TICS which
operates as a momentum analyser, (see appendix A). This results in that all ions that have an
energy « 4 keV should be deflected almost equally (only differ due to ion mass), with the
possible exception of ions close to 4k keV. A fixed set of integration points should thus be
possible to use for all energies without giving rise to large errors.

Table I.I. Selected integration points for each ion species

Ion type:

Selected integration points
(masschannels)

Energy
Step

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

32

Actual Energy
level (Original)

[eV]

4300 (12500)
3900 (8900)
3000 (6350)
2300 (4550)
1900 (3250)
1300 (2325)
850 (1650)
700(1175)
600 (850)
500 (600)
430 (430)
310(310)

1 (1.3)

H+

11..18
8..15
6..13
5. .12
4..11
3. .10
2. .9
2..8
1..6
1..6
1..6
1..6

1..6

He++

19..23
16..22
14..21
13..19
12..18
11..17
11.16
10..16
9.. 15
9.. 15
9.. 15
8.. 13

8..13

He"

24..2Ö
23. .25
22..2S
20..24
19..23
18..22
17..21
17..21
16..21
16..21
16..21
15..20

15. .20

o-

27..29
26..29
26..29
2S..28
24..27
24..27
23. .27
23. .27
23..27
23..27
23. .27
22..27

22..27



Each selected integration is supposed to measure a specific ion. This analysis aims to
determine if studies of masschannel causality can be used for identification of the position of
the ion peaks (species) in the ion mass spectra. Furthermore, verify if the identified
masschannels correspond to the original calibration of TICS, i.e. verify if the integration points
bellow energy level 11 can be used also for the high energies. If not, suggest a new set of fixed
integration points that lowers the measured ion density errors.

Two independent methods were used, one is the TETRAD II method developed at
Carnegie Mellon University in Pittsburgh USA [Glymour et al 1987] and [Spirtes et al 1993],
the other is the principal component method , [Chatfield et al. 1992]. Both the TETRAD II
and the principal component method applied on spectral data is also described in IRF
Scientific Report2 of Prof. Liszka [1995]. The different Freja - TICS BURST orbits selected
and data selection criteria used in the analysis are described in the "Data selection" part of this
report.

1.1 The Principal Components method

A measurement system is defined as a set of indicators that measure a set of features in a
system, e.g. a set of microphones measuring different sound frequencies or different
masschannels in an ion mass spectra. The measured data is usually represented in a data
matrix, where each row is one complete measurement and columns represent each sensor
output value in this specific measurement. It is possible to estimate significant number of latent
roots or latent variables ( latent sources and production mechanism) that exists in a
measurement system by use of the principal component (PC) analysis. The principal
component analysis method separates the sensor outputs into independent orthogonal
components called principal components.

The significant latent variables in a data matrix can be found by studying the latent roots
(eigenvalues) of the matrix, or more correctly the explanation value (EV) for each latent root.
The explanation value, EV, is the value of each latent root expressed in percent of total
variance. That is, how much of the total variance in the data that each PC explains. In complex
problems it may be helpful to compare the measured data PC-EV with those which would be
obtained from a pure random noise measurement system (a matrix of random noise).

Compare the explanation value for each PC in a measurement system (A) to the EV of the
PC for a system (B) of pure random noise. If the EV for a PC in (A) is larger than the EV in
(B), then this PC in (A) is considered significant. A significant PC indicates a high correlation.
For example, a significant PC can represent the source of the input variables (the indicators or
the sensor outputs) correlated to that PC. Component loading can be used to identify the
specific input variables that are correlated to a certain PC. Component loadings, are for
standardized variables the correlation coefficients between the input variables and the
corresponding PC. The principal component method is a linear separation of components and
each significant PC found is independent and orthogonal to the other PC found for the same
measurements system. However, natural production mechanisms need not necessarily to be
independent, thus correlated latent variables may not be identified using the PC method.

2The Swedish Institute of Space Physics (IRF) edits a Scientific and a Technical report series, these are
distributed to several libraries, universities and research organisations throughout the world.



1.2 The TETRAD II method

The TETRAD II method can be used to determine causality among the indicators in a
measurement system (see definition above). This can, e.g. be used to identify those
masschannels in an ion mass spectra that have a common ion source. The analysis of TICS ion
mass spectra will reveal if the identified 'common source1 masschannels actually are in a
sequence on the MCP, e.g. channel 1 through 7 belongs to one source (ion species), channel
19..25 belongs to another source, etc. Then we can believe (on reasonable grounds):

1) The internal magnetic field of TICS is not damaged.

2) TICS probably has an adequate shielding, i.e. the ion actually enters
through the spherical top hat, not directly through the walls.

3) The ion energy separation, the electrostatic analyser, is in operation.

If this is the case, then the sources (ion species) can be identified by the fact that light ions
(H+, He++, He+) are more deflected into the inner part of the MCP and heavier ions (mostly
O+) pass more or less undeflected by the internal magnetic field of TICS. Each and every
sector on the MCP (and the anode system) can be, and has to be, treated as an individual.
However, to program one measurement-mode of TICS, a set of fixed (equal for all sectors)
ion mass spectra integration points is preferred, in order to keep the programming sequence
short enough. Furthermore, a fixed set of integration points is also preferred for all energy
levels to keep the program sequence short.

A first approximation, when studying a measured ion mass spectra from TICS, is to
assume that each masschannel represents a specific ion weight and that the masschannels
represent ion mass from light to heavier or vice versa. A measurement system that produces
such a spectra can be represented by a one-dimensional linear (ID) model. A ID-model is
called pure if each dependent variable is affected by only one latent variable. The correlation
matrix between the masschannels (the dependent variables, or indicators) can be calculated
and the causal relations can be extracted from it.

A measurement model is a complete graph over all the causal relations between the
dependent-, latent variables and error signals. An example of a pure measurement model (Ml)
is shown in figure I.I. The indicators xl through x8 in figure 1, represent the measured values,
at TICS they would be e.g. the masschannels. The signals el through e8 corresponds to error
signals and TI, T2 are the latent variables, or the two sources that the indicators are
measuring. The model is believed to be pure since no indicator is affected by more than one
source. The casuality is shown by directed and undirected edges. If a clear casual relationship
is found by TETRAD II between two indicators or indicators/latent variables then a directed
edge (arrow) is drown in the figure, if a causality is found but the direction can not be establish
(given a specified probability) the a undirected edge is draw (dotted lines, e.g. figure 1.2).



xl x2 x3 x4

Tl TTTTTT
el e2 e3 e4 e5 e6 el e8

Figure I.I. Ml, a pure measurement model (one-dimensional). Indicator xl..x8 is
measuring only one latent variable Tl or T2.

The Build function in TETRAD II calculates from the correlation matrix the causal
relations that apply for the given significance and population size. Build assumes causal
sufficiency in the system, i.e. that no latent variables (common causes) are present. The two
latent variables Tl and T2 in Ml will still affect the Build command. The causal model Kl
calculated from Ml using Build is shown in figure 1.2. Kl appears to have two groups of
causal connected indicators but no connections between them.

x1 x2 x3

;

j

x4

;

x5 x6 x7 xB

Figure 1.2 The causal model Kl of the pure measurement model Ml having two latent
variables (assuming causal sufficiency).

If the measurement model is impure, e.g. M2 figure 1.3, then one or more indicators are
affected by more than one latent variable. The Build command will indirectly indicate impure
indicators as shown in the corresponding causal model K2 of M2 in figure 1.4.

XI | x2 x3 x4

el
IT
e2 e3

xb x6 xV x8

e4
T TT
e5 e6 e7

T
eS

Figure 1.3. An impure measurement model, M2, the impure indicator is x4.



xl x2 x3

f

x4 x5 x6 x7 1 xB

Figure 1.4. The causal model K2 of the impure measurement model
M2 (assuming causal sufficiency).

The causal model, K2, indicates two causally connected groups. However, x4, is strongly
connected to both. This is logical since x4 actually is affected by both latent variables.

The TETRAD II method gives a tool to analytically determine if a group of indicators,
e.g. masschannels in TICS, are measuring data of one unique source/species. The technique
that has been used is to repeat the calculations for a range of significance levels and if possible
also different population sizes. If a group of masschannels is causally connected then this will
occur in almost all significance levels.

One problem is that, if a group of masschannels actually represent a "pure measurement
model" but the latent sources are highly correlated, then TETRAD II will present this as one
source, and not two. This might be the reason why He"1"*" can not be distinguished from the
H* measurements in this analysis, since hydrogen and helium are in fact often3 sharing the
same source, the solar wind, and entering the earth magnetosphere due to interactions
between the magnetosphere and the solar wind. One can imagine that i would be possible to
separate He4"1" from He+, when the source is the solar wind, since He+ and He"1""1" then have
the same velocity and He++ should therefore have twice the energy than He+. However, this
would include that this analysis should depend on energy level, but the task was to treat all
energies alike (fixed set of integration points for all energies). Using all energies, then the
causal connections within this group of masschannels ( He+ and He++ ) will have a high
probability to appear as if there was only one source.

3The source of Hydrogen ions can also be the ionosphere and not only the solar wind.
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1.3 Result of principal component analysis

The principal component (PC) method applied on all selected TICS Burst orbits data (see
Data Selection) implies two strong latent roots, or sources/species. All Burst orbits analysed
were also summarised into one file, called Freja Total or "Total". A select'on of PC results,
including Freja Total is shown in figure 1.5 where the latent roots of the first eight PC are
plotted and compared to the latent root values of a matrix containing pure random noise
(dotted line).

The component loadings (correlation coefficients between PC and the indicators) vary
from orbit to orbit. However, they all indicate one PC correlated to the inner part (light ion
masschannels) and the other PC correlated to the outer part (heavy ions) of the spectra. Figure
1.6 shows the average correlation between PCI, PC2 and the masscnannels for Freja orbit
2398es.
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Figure 1.5. X-axis: Principal component L.8, Y-axis: % of total variance explained,
explanation value (EV) by component. Solid line: the EV for Freja (Burst) orbit 2292es,
2398es, 6520pa and Freja Total. Dotted line (« 4%) is result from a system of random noise.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Mass channels on TICS

9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32

Figure 1.6. The component loadings for PCI and PC2 of Freja orbit 2398es, Exclusive Burst.
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1.4 Results of TETRAD I! analyse

The TETRAD II analysis was first focused on the actual TICS mass resolution. TICS uses
32 masschannels, but the difficulties in tuning the anode system will affect the resolution. The
number of Exclusive Burst orbits, i.e. Burst measurements that use all 32 masschannels, and
that also contain enough statistics (data) to be analysed using TETRAD II is limited to only 4
orbits. However the result is consistent, a strong crosstalk between nearest neighbours among
the masschannels is confirmed. That is, a registration at one specific masschannel and sector
address is not distinct in the registration anode system. The anode system gives an uncertainty
in exact ion detection location ^nd this results in that all ion detection addresses overlap.

This crosstalk of masschannels (and sectors) is mostly due to the anode system in TICS
and the result was expected since the tuning of the anode system was made such that the
channels would overlap each other. A good example is Freja orbit 2398es since it is one of the
'best' Exclusive Burst orbits found. The causal model, (only for closest and second closest
neighbours) is shown in figure I.7.4

Figure 1.7. Causal model for Freja orbit 2398es Exclusive Burst, i.e. all 32 masschannels are
used, only closest and second closest connections to neighbouring channels are shown.

The TETRAD II causal analysis of TICS masschannels was made by calculating several
causal models for different levels of significance and numbers of measurements for several
Burst orbits (see data selection). All the causal graph figures shown in this report summarise
calculations made on two different numbers of measurements for each orbit, and four different
significant levels in TETRAD II, (0.01, 0.5, 0.1, 0.2) giving a maximum of 8 possible causal
connections (edges) between two variables. Each population of measurements will give one
set of edges for each significance level. The interpretation of such a summarized causal model
graph is:

1 If a set of strongly correlated masschannels exist, then this group of
channels will have a large set of edges (connections) among themselves.

2 Further, if this group of channels also is distinguished (disconnected) from
the other sensors, that is only few edges connect the group to the
surrounding channels.

4A11 figures in this report except figure 1.7. is based on "normal" burst data, i.e. data when only every
second masschannel is stored, thus only 16 sensor values will be displayed in the figures.
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Then it is possible to suggest, at high probability, that this group of channels are affected
by one latent variable. In the case of TICS, a group of casual connected masschannels will
indicate that this group of channels measure strongly correlated ions, i.e. ions of the same
species, or ions having the same production mechanism.

The PC analyse have already indicated two latent roots, species/sources, in the mass
spectra measured by TICS, figure 1.5. The TETRAD II analyse also indicates two causally
connected groups of masschannels. An example of this is, the causal model graph of Freja
orbit 6520pa, shown in figure 1.8.

Figure 1.8. The causal model of Freja orbit 6520pa, Normal Burst.

One Freja Burst orbit does not produce enough statistics to present a set of general
integration points. However all selected Bursts was studied in the same manner. The Freja
Total file was also studied using TETRAD II/Build, the causal model of Freja Total is shown
in figure 1.9.

Figure 1.9. The causal model of Freja Total.

Two, well defined, causally connected blocks of masschannels can be identified in all orbit
analysed, some are more diffuse due to lack of data. These two blocks covers light ions and
heavy ions masschannels in TICS. The block of masschannels inbetween are not strongly
causally connected and they are also not distinctly correlated to one certain PC, see figure 1.6.
This indicates that this set (group) of sensors are "impure". Sensors that are "impure" measure
events produced by more than one source/latent variable. The "impure" masschannels in TICS
are channels that e.g. measure more than one ion species, e.g. both He** and He+.

13



1.5 Helium ions can be distinguished

The ion masschannel calibration in this report was made to find one general set of
integration points equal for all sectors, all energy levels and all orbits. The TETRAD II
analysis has not "generally" been able to distinguish helium ions from hydrogen, especially
when all energies are studied. However, there are unique orbits where it is possible to
distinguish helium from hydrogen. This report will noi focus on this but an example is Freja
orbit 6441 pa. In figure 1.10, is the TETRAD II results for all energies shown.

Figure 1.10. The causal model of orbit 6441 pa, all energies used.

It is clear that the two main clusters are x2..x6 and xl2..x!6. This represents hydrogen
and oxygen ions respectively. In this case, helium ions are not possible to detect distinctly,
helium is only a fraction of the amount of oxygen and also because the masschannels in
between hydrogen and oxygen are slightly "impure". Impure channels measure ion counts of
several species. It is simply difficult to resolve helium when compared to oxygen and
hydrogen.

Figure 1.10 also show another interesting occurrence, xl seems to be strongly connected
to the masschannels in the middle, especially x8 and xll. This is even more obvious if the
causal model is optimized, i.e. re-arrange all variables so that all connections (edges) are as
close as possible, figure 1.11. The optimization is made using a genetic algorithm focusing to
minimize the edge distances. The result of xl confirms that detected ions not always can be
correctly addressed on the MCP. This result can be explained from the construction of the
register unit (the anode system) in TICS. When an ion reaches the MCP, then the anode
system needs to detect the exact location, this is however not trivial. The detection unit is a
resistive anode system, both in angle (sector) and radial (masschannel) direction. If an ion not
can be located by the anode system in the radial direction then the registration unit will place
the measurement in either the lowest or highest channel, depending on the type of error.

14



In the case of orbit 6441 pa, the channel xl has been addressed counts that actually
"belongs" somewhere around x8..xll, at least according to the correlation matrix. Now three
"almost" disconnected groups of masschannels can be distinguished, these .ire believed to
represent hydrogen, helium, and oxygen ions respectively.

Figure I.I 1. The causal model of orbit 6441pa, all energies used. The masschannel order is
re-arranged compared to figure 1.10 in order to minimize the edge distances.

The helium part of the mass spectra can be even more distinguished if only high energies
(above 220 eV) are studied, then the spectra is dominated by hydrogen and helium, and only
small fractions of oxygen exist. A TETRAD II analysis of orbit 6441 pa high energies is shown
in figure 1.12 where two strongly correlated groups of masschannels can be distinguished, in
this case hydrogen and helium. As previously explain on page 9, FT*" and FT1"*" should be
possible to distinguish if only a suitable part of the energy range is studied. This result also
shows that correlated masschannels do actually vary as a function of energy level, and the task
to find one set of integration points independent of energy is not trivial. Thus a energy
dependent analysis could be useful and give a more correct calibration.

Figure 1.12. The causal model of orbit 6441 pa, only high energies (above 220 eV) used.
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1.6 Summary, part I

The physical interpretation of the two analyses (the PC and TETRAD II analysis) is that
two ion species, most probably H+ and 0+, dominate the ion mass spectra measured by TICS.
A third species, e.g. He+, can not be analytically identified in either the principal component
analysis nor the TETRAD II analysis. However, a principal component analysis of TICS data
may only compute one PC to model both H+ and He**, since strongly correlated to H"1" (as
explained on page 9). This can then appear as if only one light ion species exist. Due to this
and that H+ and He++ often have the same source (solar wind) also TETRAD II will fail to
separate them.

The aim of this analysis was to find one general set of integration points to be used for all
sectors, energies and orbits. The fact that crosstalking among the masschannels is large, and
that each sector is in fact individually tuned due to the anode system (appendix A), makes it
difficult, if not impossible, to distinguish He4" from H4", exceptions exist as showed in 1.5. It is
possible that He+ would be more clearly identified if the analysis was made on only one sector
at a time. The original (before lunch) calibration of TICS gives important information of where
to look for different ion peaks in the mass spectra. This has made it possible to, not only,
establish the location of the most important ion peaks, but also to identify the nature (the
species) of the peaks.

The new integration points somewhat correspond to the original determined ion
integration points, table I.I, but not totally. The first group of masschannels that seems to
receive ions of one species corresponds to the predetermined H4" and He4"4" groups. That is,
He4"4" measurements can not be identified as a unique species or distinguished from H+

measurements, the reason is probably due to lack of data and the inadequate mass resolution.
The second identified masschannel group that seems to measure one specific type of ion
corresponds to the old O+ masschannels, however the old 0+ integration values have been
extended to both lower and higher masschannels. A third source/species has not generally been
analytically identified.

It is most natural to believe that the group of masschannels in between the light ion
(hydrogen) group and the heavy ion (oxygen) group will represent Helium, especially He4",
ions. That is, three regions in the ion mass spectra can be identified, two directly and the third
indirectly. This third group can be more directly identified in orbits such as 6441pa as shown
in part 1.5. The three identified masschannel groups are believed to correspond to H+ (that
maybe also include He4"1"), He4", and 0+ measurements respectively.

To fully evaluate the casual relations between hydrogen and helium, only using available
data, is difficult since the hydrogen-helium part of the spectra is limited. However, further
improvements on the investigation of the hydrogen-helium relation can possibly be made using
TETRAD II. 1) Suggest a number of different measurement models and use different
correlation coefficients between hydrogen and helium for each model. 2) Evaluate the different
models in TETRAD II. Then it might be possible to determine, if not the correct measurement
model, at least a measurement model of high significance for the hydrogen-helium relation. To
be able to do this detailed analysis, at least two to three Exclusive BURST orbits of equal
magnitude (ion flux intensity) as orbit 2398es are needed. This was not the case when data for
this work was selected, but by the end of the Freja mission data might exist.
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A new set of integration points (table 1.2) and the assumed corresponding ion species are
shown in table 1.2. These new integration values should be used in low resolution mode
(appendix A). A suggested alternation of Normal Burst Mode settings is that Normal Burst
Mode should be changed5 so that it summarises two adjoining masschannels instead of only
storing every second masschannel. This would still give 16 mass-values but doubles the
statistics. In order to increase statistics further, the Burst Mode time should be increase from
3 Os to 60s.

Table 1.2. New set of integration points for TICS

Ion type:

Selected integration
points (masschannels)

H+(+He^)

1..13

He"

14..21

Cf

22..31

This change of integration points will also affect the number of counts detected6 during
Normal High mode. The statistics in ion mass measurements will (according to preliminary
studies) increase about 10-20% for H+, 20-30% for He+ and as much as 60% for 0+ .
Furthermore, it will use the available masschannels on TICS more optimally. Finally, the
measured values, for at least 0+, will correspond better to the expected total ion counts
calculated by the plasma frequency indirectly determined by the electric field measurements
(this is shown in part II, page 25).

The PC and the TETRAD II analyses have indicated three important facts:

1: The radial resolution in TICS is due to crosstalk from adjacent channels
decreases to about 8-16 levels.

2: There are only two, clear, identified sources in the mass spectra,
However a third source can exist, but it is not significant enough
to appear in all the Bursts studied in this report.

3: The channels that appear to be correlated to the identified
sources/species in table 1.2 do not totally corresponding to
the originally channels shown in table I.I.

One difficult problem has been the lack of data, i.e. orbits of high ion count rates. The best
Burst orbits were selected for this analysis, where best is equal to many ions detected.
However, the number of zero-values, channels that did not detect an ion, was still large in
each Burst. The best Burst orbit found was 2398es, still it had over 60% zero measurements,
average values for the other Burst orbits was above 80%. The "Data selection" part of this
report tells more about the data used. In fact a study by Dirk Pandel at IRF [1994] has shown
that TICS has an average of 98% zero measurements per orbit.

The lack of statistics in the data makes this type of investigation difficult. Never the less,
the analysis has been successful and the results have improved the comprehension about data
measured by TICS. This, pilot investigation, has also proved that this type of calibration made
on measured results is possible and that the TETRAD II method can be successfully used for
measurement evaluation.

5 The Normal Burst Mode have been changed in this manner since Freja orbit 6952
^Important, if the integration settings are changed to the above suggested settings (table 1.2) then the

"Absolute calibration for Oxygen and Hydrogen" section in part II. needs to be renewed.
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Part II: Sector sensitivity calibration.

The ion detection unit in TICS consists of a micro channel plate (MCP) and an anode
system. The MCP is divided into 32 angular sectors. All sectors on the MCP have a unique ion
detection sensitivity (C) [cm2sr keV / keV] due to the construction of the MCP, the anode
system and the attachment of the MCP inside TICS. The original C values where calibrated
before launch using mainly Argon as calibration ion and all C values were assumed to be
constant for each sector in the radial direction of the MCP.

However, studies of the actual ion density, measured by TICS, compared to the
theoretically determined ion density based on the plasma frequency (the plasma frequency can
be determined from the electric field measurements, also made by Freja, see page 25) show a
significant large difference in obtained results. In fact comparing results between "measured
total ion counts" (all sectors summarised) and "expected total ion counts" generally differ
about a factor of 4 to 5. Preliminary studies of the actual relative difference of counts between
the sectors compared to the anticipated difference due to the originally determined calibration
of C values (table I.I), also showed a great difference. Furthermore, a radial variation of
sensitivity within a sector is most likely to exist as well as the variation between sectors.
Therefore the new set of C values is desired to be a function of both the radial- and (angular-)
sector- direction of the MCP. To express C as a function of radial direction on the MCP is the
same as expressing C as a function of ion mass, due to the construction of TICS.

This report presents a new set of ion mass dependent C values. That is, the C values are
divided into two subsets, one for the inner part of the MCP, the hydrogen-helium detection
area, and one for the outer part, the oxygen detection area. This calibration was based on
actual measurements during Burst mode (appendix A) and using a set of Norm-Cumulative
Back-propagation (BP) neural net filters [NeuralWare 1993] and reference measurements of
the plasma frequency.

11.1 Method and data selection

First the relative calibration of all sectors was needed in order to determine the new
absolute C values. The relative calibration was determined by using a set of BP filters. These
BP filters were trained so that a given mass spectra of one sector, after passing through the BP
filter, was normalized to sector 22. That is, the BP filters were trained to non-linear transform
a given mass spectra of a sector so that it appeared to be measured by sector 22. One BP filter
was made for each sector. The BP filters are using a mass spectra of 16 discreet values
(normal Burst mode, appendix A) as inputs. The desired output during training is the
normalized mass spectra, measured by sector 22.

The selection of sector 22 as reference sector was made under careful consideration. The
selected sector needed to have low interference with other parts of the instrument, good pitch
angle coverage and good measuring response, i.e. the ion mass spectra should have
distinguished spectral peaks corresponding to different ion masses. Sector 22 fulfils all desired
conditions. The selection of sector 22 was made together with Laila Andersson, Swedish
Institute of Space Physics, Kiruna.
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Data selection were made so that data from different sectors could be compared
independent of pitch angle. The data needed to be in high resolution burst mode and also
reasonable large ion fluxes were desired. Data were accumulated for the whole burst, i.e. 30s.
In order to minimize pitch angle dependencies' data were only accumulated when a sector was
close to perpendicular with the magnetic field line. Furthermore, only the 16 highest energy
levels of data were used to avoid any interference from satellite velocity. Low energy ions
moving slowly compare to the satellite velocity (about 7 km/s) will, due to the speed of the
satellite, reach an energy level that allows them to enter TICS low energy levels, so called
ram-flow effects. This is true for oxygen ions, but not for hydrogen ions due to the fact that
oxygen is much heavier than hydrogen. Finally, and most importantly, the ram-flow effects will
not affect all sectors equally. Therefore, low energy measurements will not be correct if we do
not compensate for the effects of the satellite speed. This is, at the moment, not possible to do
at high enough accuracy for this project.

The selection of using only high energy values can also be motivated from a principal
component analysis. Further description of data selection and data pre-processing is made in
the Data selection part of this report.

11.2 The Neural net filter system

The Neural net filter system was developed so that each sector could be filtered through a
neural net and then give the same ion mass spectral response as sector 22 would give if it was
used for the same measurement and in the same position.

A regular Norm-Cumulative Back-propagation neural net filters (BP filters) [11]. Each BP
filter uses 16 inputs 25 hidden neurons and 16 outputs. BURST mode gives measurements
from every second sector channel (i.e. 16 values). Thus, the BP filters are design to have 16
inputs and 16 outputs.The BP filters also uses a momentum term and an epoch [11]. The BP
filters were trained using 75% of the available data, the remaining 25% was used for
evaluation. Training was simply made by using the mass spectra of the sector that should be
filtered as input and present the corresponding mass spectra of sector 22 as desired output.
The mapping accuracy after training, i.e. the difference between actual filter output and
desired filter output, was better than a RMSE (root mean square error) of 10%, for all filters.

Three examples of filter capacity is shown in figures II. 1-3, each figure unit consists of
three graphs. The top graph is 15 input spectra side by side giving a tota! of 240 values since
each spectra is 16 values long (16x15 = 240). The middle graph is the desired filter output, i.e.
the values of sector 22. Finally the bottom graph shows the actual filter output.

Figure II. 1, shows examples of input spectra of sector 3 and 4, the response of sector 3
and 4 is usually about 2 times higher than of sector 22, therefore it is necessary for the filter to
damp the input spectra and also to re-shape it. Figure II.2, is an example of two sectors that
are affected, or shadowed by, the booms holding the MCP in position. That is, sector 14 and
20 is receiving very few particles compared to sector 22, therefore a large amplifying capacity
is needed by the filter as well as re shaping capacity. Finally figure II.3, shows the filter
examples of sector 12, here no modification of absolute level is needed, only re-shaping of the
spectras.
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Figure II. 1: Filtering results compared to desired result for sector 3 and 4, notice that the filter
is damping the input spectra. Observe the change in (y-axis) scale for sector 3.
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Figure 11.2: Filtering results compared to desired result for sector 14 and 20, notice that the
filter is amplifying the input spectra. Sector 14 and 20 are shadowed by booms used in the

construction of TICS.
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Figure II. 3: Filtering results compared to desired result for sector 12, notice that the input-
output absolute level is almost the same only the shape of the spectra is changed.

II.3 New set of ion mass dependent sector calibration values.

Obviously, the best way to chose a set of sector calibration values is to actualy use the set
of the neural net filters. However, the neural net filters are too complex to use in practical data
analyses, and each NN filter is developed for mass spectra using 16 discrete mass values. The
TICS instrument runs in many different measurement modes (appendix A) and it is therefore
far more useful if the NN filters could be substituted by a set of proportionality constants, one
for each ion species. The new set of calibration values C is thus a function of, not only sector
S, but also of ion mass (Hydrogen/Oxygen).

The calculations of the new C values were made simply by using the test and validation
data set that were used to evaluate the NN filters. Each test case was run through the NN
filter and the filter output was stored. Then the specific total counts for each ion group in both
the input and the output spectra were calculated and compared. The new set of C -values
were calculated for each sector as follows below. That is, the C values describe the sensitivity
of each sector. Figure II.4 and II.5 show the new set of C for Hydrogen and Oxygen
compared to the old set, all normalized to sector 22.

C(s,ion) = -

input (s, ion)

output (s, ion)

N = all test cases for each sector s

m = masschannel (L. 16)

ion = heavy (oxygen) or light (hydrogen)
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Figure II.4 Heavy ion (Oxygen) comparison between new [circles] and old [squares]
calibration values relative sector 22.
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Figure II. 5 Light ion (Hydrogen/Helium) comparison between new [circles] and old [squares]
calibration values relative sector 22.

There is a fairly good correlation between the old calibration values and the new ones, at
least for heavy ions (Oxygen), figure II.4, when both are normalized to sector 22. One
explanation can be the fact that the old calibration values were determined by testing the
instrument using argon, which also can be considered a heavy ion. Furthermore, the outer part
of the MCP is technically easier to calibrate than the inner part.

In both figure II.4 and II.5 we notice a large difference between new and old C for sector
31. This sector is used by the detection anode system as a "waste sector" for measurements
that not can be identified with a certain sector [Freja F3H User Handbook 93]. This sector is
therefore not used for data analysis.
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The comparison between the new light ion (hydrogen/helium) C values and the original C
values, figure II.5, is slightly less well correlated than the previous comparison in figure II.4
between Heavy ions and original values. The largest differences for light ion C value occur at
the beginning and end of the sector sequence. Whereas the correlation is better in the middle
region, except for sectors shielded by the attachment arms, i.e. especially sector 13 and 14.
The large C values for the low and high sector numbers may be due to several different
theories, of which we may only speculate about.

The most probable cause for this lack of correlation is the assembly and attachment of the
MCP, Figure II. 6 shows the region where there is not much correlation with original values,
the uncorrelated area is distinct and isolated to one half side of the MCP. The MCP actually
consists of three micro channel plates on top of each other and the assembly and attachment of
the MCP might have caused a different pressure on the MCP in this region and thus created a
different sensitivity. Further reasons might be that ions, due to some inhomogeneity of the
interior permanent magnetic field, or due to other reason, have a larger probability to reach
this part of the MCP compared to the other half.

11
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18 31

19 30

29

28

26
27

Figure II.6 A schematic drawing of the MCP in TICS, the shadowed (chess pattern) area
marks the region where there is not much correlation with the original calibrated C values.
The extension of the area in the radial and sector directions is not exactly determined, however
the effect decreases further out from the center of the MCP.
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Another possible reason is that secondary electrons produced in TICS can in fact be
accelerated toward the MCP in the normal mode. A possible electron source can also be
caused by inhomogeneities in TICS internal magnetic field. If the field is too strong in one
local volume, then it will deflect light ions too much in this region. The ions might then hit the
inner wall of the chamber before they reach the MCP.

This theory is supported by figure II.7 and II.8 where the average ion distribution is
shown for sectors 2-7 and 25-30. The ion peak seams to be located outside the sector area
especially in figure 117 for sector 2-4, but more and more located within the sectors as we
reach sector 7. Figure II.8 does not show a similar tendency, however sectors where the
possible hydrogen ions can miss the sector exists even in this sequence.

This shows that it is possible that some of the ions can hit the wall and cause an electron
shower onto the MCP. If ions hit the chamber wall, electrons will be knocked out and
scattered over a wide area on the MCP. Thus, even if the inhomogeneity of the magnetic field
is narrow and isolated and causes ions to hit the chamber wall in only one specific location, the
scattered electrons will affect a much wider area on the MCP. Other theories of electron
sources are also possible, however not discussed here.

Seder :s2 Sectr :s5

0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 0 2 4 8 10 12 14 16

Figure II.7 The average mass spectra (counts/measurement) for sector 2-7.
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Figure II.8 The average mass spectra (counts/measurement) for sector 25-30.
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11.4 Absolute calibration for Oxygen and Hydrogen

When we use the relative calibration values to determine real density and real mean energy
for the plasma surrounding Freja, we need to know the absolute sensitivity of the sectors.
Freja measured the electric field (experiment F4) in the plasma. An electric field frequency
spectra can be determined using the Fast Fourier Transformation, FFT, on the timeseries of
the electric field. Often the frequency around the plasma frequency is dominant, and it is
therefore possible to determine the plasma frequency from the FFT spectra. It is well known
that the plasma frequency can be calculated as

where cope is the electron plasma frequency, and n0 is the electron density, e
the electron charge, ?ne the electron mass and s0 the permittivity .

This means that we can get the electron density from the plasma frequency. Since space
plasmas are quasi-neutral, this density is similar to the density of positive charges. If we
assume that few of the ions have negative or more than one positive charge, we find that the
ion density is about the same as the electron density. We can now use the measured electron
density, which we assume is accurate, and compare it to the density determined by TICS.

For Oxygen

By looking at the data from Freja we find that most of the detected particles are oxygen.
With very few exceptions more than 90% of the detected ions are oxygen. Thus, we assume
that the density of oxygen ions is similar to the density of electrons. From the sensitivity values
of the sectors we can calculate the density of oxygen ions. If we, as a first assumption,
multiply the relative values for oxygen with 10"5 and then calculate the density (cm'3) we get:

Table n.l Compered density results between the F4 and TICS experiment

Orbit

4770
5398
6454
6454
6834
6834
6838
7281
7281

Universal Time

06.01.32
18.22.44
15.39.07
15.39.54
09.46.33
09.46.14
17.04.57
05.19.08
05.19.49

Density(F4)

67
607
1690
1920
3630
3630
3250
610
640

Density(TICS)

78
1012
1908
3640
6722
6464
4052
1078
1146

Ratio *

1.16
1.67
1.13
1.90
1.85
1.78
1.25
1.77
1.79

* Ratio, is the density from TICS divided with the density from F4 measurements, the
average Ratio is = 1.6.

The table II.l ratio mean value « 1.6. Thuse, TICS generally measure about 1.6 times
higher density than estimated out of the F4 experiment. So if we instead multiply the relative
sensitivity values, figure II.4, with 1.6 * 10"5, then we get similar oxygen densities from both
measurement techniques, (F4) the electric filed measurment and (F3H) TICS.
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For Hydrogen

The absolute calibration values for hydrogen are harder to determine with high accuracy.
By looking at the lower hybrid frequency and the plasma frequency and assuming that we have
very small fractions of helium it is possible to determine the amount of hydrogen [André 1985]
and [Stasiewicz et al. 1994]. However, there are tv/o big problems. The first problem is that
the lower-hybrid frequency is hard to determine exactly, and an uncertainty in the lower-hybrid
frequency of a few percent gives a much higher uncertainty in the hydrogen contents, specially
if we only have a few percent hydrogen.

The other problem is those hydrogen ions with a velocity of less than about 14 km/s have
too low energy to enter the detector (TICS). This means that in a cool plasma only small parts
of the population of hydrogen ions can be detected. The heavier oxygen ion, on the other
hand, will have enough energy to enter the instrument due to the satellite velocity of 7 km/s.

Due to these facts, it would be unwise to calibrate the sensitivity for hydrogen by looking
at the lower-hybrid frequency. The uncertainty of the hydrogen densities can easily be of a
factor 2, or more. The best we can do is to assume that (especially) sector 22 has
approximately the same sensitivity for hydrogen and oxygen. This assumption was one of the
reasons to select sector 22 as a reference. We find no obvious reason why the sensitivity of the
masschannels that detect hydrogen, in average, should differ much from the masschannels that
detect oxygen. The result is therefore that we should multiply the relative values for hydrogen,
figure II.5, with the same constant 1.6 * 10"5 as for the oxygen. This gives a more reliable
calibration then if we would base it on the lower-hybrid frequency. A comparison between the
new and old absolute values are made in figure II.9. All new sector sensitivity values are given
in table II.2.

To get a better approximation of the hydrogen calibration we need to get a reference
measurement of the hydrogen density from another instrument. Furthermore, we must
determine the average energy of the hydrogen ions and approximate how large a fraction of
hydrogen ions that has too low energy to be detected by TICS (due to the ram-flow effects).
This is not done in this report.
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Absolute sensitivity values
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Figure II.9. Comparison of absolute sector sensitivity values for old values and the new
hydrogen and oxygen values.
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Table n.2 The new sector sensitivity values for FT1" and 0+ respectively

Sector
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16

H CIO-5)
0.30
3.15
3.44
2.08
4.03
3.17
1.59
0.49
0.85
1.97
1.58
0.74
0.26
0.97
2.36

0 HO'5)
0.97
2.68
2.27
2.57
1.90
1.36
1.20
0.46
0.71
1.23
1.22
0.48
0.51
1.54
1.89

Sec?rv
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30

(31)

H HO'5)
2.44
1.14
0.28
0.52
0.83
1.60
1.49
0.67
0.55
1.00
1.73
2.33
2.07
1.15

(8.53)

o no-5)
1.50
1.32
0.81
0.81
1.36
1.60
1.10
0.66
0.57
0.87
0.84
0.79
0.76
1.14

(6.78)

Important, this determination of absolute calibration values is only valid if the TICS/MCP
integration points are used according to table LI, part I, in this report.

II.5 Summary, part II

A set of back propagation neural nets has successfully been used to normalize the
measuring response of all angular sectors in TICS. The neural networks were then used to
determine two new sets of sector sensitivity values, one for light ions and one for heavy ions.
Two comparisons between the new and original values were made, relative and absolute. The
relative sector sensitivities found in this analysis somewhat corresponds to the ones found in
the originally calibration. However, a distinct area of the MCP (the inner part of sector 0..8
and 25..31, i.e. half the MCP) is more sensitive then the rest of the MCP. Furthermore, the
difference between new/original relative values differs more for light ion than for heavy ions.
This was not surprizing since the original calibration was based mainly on test using Argon
ions, which can be considered a heavy ion. Finally, the result for the absolute sensitivity was
that the new values were about 4 times higher than the original.

The reason to use neural networks to transfer (normalize) the ion mass spectras, was that
the sector sensitivity depends not only on the angular position of the sector, but also on the
radial direction within the sector, but not linearly. That is, we needed a non-linear
transformation. Furthermore, by using non-linear back propagation neural nets both the large
variation of the sector sensitivity and the desire to normalise all measurements could be treated
simultaneously. The conclusion of this evaluation is that NN-filters are suitable to use for non-
linear transformations of spectra, such as the ion mass spectra's in TICS . The system can
transform any sector spectra to appear as sector 22 within 10% accuracy. After the NN-filters
are developed (trained) the system can be used, not only, for ion mass spectra transformation,
but also for simulation of measured response for given events. The determination of the new
absolute values showed that TICS is more than four times as sensitive as expected by the
previous (original) calibration.
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Part HI. Data selection

HI.1 Selected orbits, measurement modes and comments
In order to make this analysis, only burst mode data could be used. Furthermore, bursts

containing large data gaps or only a few measured ions, low ion flux, could not be used.
Therefore a visual selection of suitable intense bursts were made using xlook. The selected
bursts were then analysed and checked so that they fulfilled some trivial conditions.

Data were accumulated during a whole burst, 6 spins or 30s, but only for measurements
near perpendicular to the magnetic field, ±22.5° (total 45°). Therefore, each selected burst
needed to have a good pitch-angle coverage7 so that as many sectors as possible could reach
this near perpendicular condition as often as possible. One accumulated measured value was
stored for each masschannel, energy and sector used. In order to allow comparison between
all sectors each value was normalized to the number of possible measurement occasions that
each sector had in the near perpendicular region. Each stored value therefore represented one
"particle per measurement".

Table m.1 The Burst orbits considered for this work was:

1772pa

253 Ipa

3628es

2292es

2621pa

5565pa

2318es

2805pa

603 7pa

2398es

3156pa

6«41pa

2450pa

3169pa

6520pa

A Freja total file was also created, it contained all Burst orbits above summarised
(average) into one file. 'Pa' and 'es' is data received at ground station Prince Albert, Canada,
and Esrange, Sweden respectively.

Parti
All energy and masschannel levels were used in part I. The detailed analysis of

masschannel crosstalking was concentrated to orbit 2292es and 2398es. These were "exclusive
burst" orbits, that is all 32 masschannels were used. The other Exclusive burst orbits in the
table III.l had less statistics than 2292 and 2398.

Part H

In part II, a more rigorous orbit selection condition was needed. Only high energy data
were used to avoid ram-flow effects, see page 18, and also only burst orbits with reasonable
large ion fluxes and where sector 22 fulfilled the near perpendicular condition were used.
These criteria allowed only a subset of the generally selected bursts to be used. [1772, 2292,
2318, 2398, 2450, 2805, 3156, 3628 and 5565]. The available data were even less for specific
sectors, since not all sectors necessarily fulfilled all conditions. The task in part II, was too
focused on the relationship between sector sensitivity. A special "shuffle and deal"
accumulation technique was used in part II in order to create a larger set of training and
testing examples. This was simply made by randomly, but equally for each sector pair (sector
X and 22) select no. of orbits and energys to accumulate the data from. For example, a
training case could look like: Use burst 1772 and 2398 with energy 5,6 and 9 for both sector
X and 22 to create the next case. The available data were multiplied into 700-900 examples by
randomly merging data in this manner.

7Near perpendicular angle between the spin axis and the geomagnetic filed
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A commonly used technique in neural net, and also traditional modelling, when the
number of training/testing data is too low is to simply add some random noise to each case to
create "new ones". Then only a few cases can be multiplied. However, in part II this was not
necessary because each measurement is attached by a unique measurement error. Therefore,
using the "shuffle and deal" accumulation technique creates new cases in a similar manner to
the above technique, but without having to introduce more noise. The generalisation capability
of the neural nets will also normally improve if one of the above techniques are used.

III.2 Motivation to use only high energy ions (above 80 eV).

Low energy ions are strongly affected by ram-flow particles. It is not trivial to correctly
compensate for ram-flow effects (these effects are explained in part II) and it is therefore not
easy to compare measurements from different sectors.

Further analysis using regular plots of mass-spectra and principal components have
indicated that the lowest energy levels used in TICS, energy 3.5 down to 1 eV, are corrupted.
Measurements of these energy levels show a strong similarity, all are equal to energy level 28
(3.5 eV), figure III.l. This strong similarity is not natural if they actually did represent
different energy levels. Figure III.2 shows the principal component plot of the two first PCs,
the low and high energy levels are divided into two different populations. A strong clustering
of these five energy levels, marked using (*), is found in the low energy group.

The high energy population in figure III.2 is marked using (+). Notice the strong linear
dependencies. The "line" actually starts at energy level 80 eV, increases up to 600 eV and then
drops back to the start position (4300 eV). This indicates a smooth ion distribution in this
energy range. The low level energy levels do not show a similar linear dependence and the ion
distribution is not equally smooth. Figure III.3 shows the ion distribution (total counts) per
energy for orbit 2398 and the summarised orbits Freja Total.
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Figure III.l The five lowest energy levels of burst orbit 1772, 2292, 2398, 3628,
notice the strong similarity.
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Furthermore, even if the particles in space plasma are not collision dominated they often
have close to a Maxwellian distribution in velocity space

OC W ^

where T is (kinetic) temperature, E kinetic energy and k Boltzman's constant. A plot of
ln(/) vs E for a Maxwellian distribution looks like a straight line, where the slope gives the
temperature. Figure III.4 shows data from TICS. The particle distribution (solid line) is almost
Maxwellian above 4 eV. A significant change of the curve occurs below 4 eV, if we compare
this to a plot of ln(/) vs E when all energy channels receive the same number of counts, e.g.
"N" counts per channel, dotted line in figure III.4. Then we find that TICS data follows the
dotted line below 4 eV.
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The different results above all indicate that energy resolution for the lowest levels might
not be perfectly accurate. The conclusion was to use only high energy data due to the fact that
ram-effects also can interfere negatively on the analysis in part II.

III.3 Summary, part 111

The summary of the results above, figure III. 1-4, was to use only high energy
measurements for the sector sensitivity calibration in part D.

Further results found due to this data analysis was that the five lowest energy levels (3.5
down to 1 eV) in TICS might have some energy resolution problems. The results found
indicate the possibility that the lowest energy levels (below 3 . 5 - 4 eV) measure the same
energy. This is important information regarding the physical interpretation of measured results
from TICS, it will affect the determination of the average ion energy. Finally, both figure 111.2
and III. 3 strongly divide energy steps into two categories, one for the first 16 steps and one
for the last 16 steps. The fact that two energy categories exists is not surprising, e.g.
ionosphere and solar wind ions. However the fact that these energy categories change exactly
between the same energy steps where also a change in high power supplies to TICS occur
(that are used in TICS to step the energy) is remarkable and should be further investigated,
this is however not within the scope of this report.
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General conclusion and discussion

This experience from the work in this report has shown that cognitive statistical methods,
such as neural networks and TETRAD II, are useful tools in analysis of satellite data. This has
been shown through the two different applications described in part I and II.

The TETRAD II method was used in part I to successfully identify spectral components in
ion mass spectra measured by TICS on the Freja satellite. The results of TETRAD II were
also confirmed by a principal component analysis. The TETRAD II method generally needs
good statistics about the system analysed, but this was not always the case in this report.
Nevertheless, results in part I shows that it is possible to obtain important information
regarding a measurement system using TETRAD II even when available data do not meet all
desired TETRAD II conditions.

Neural networks were used in part II as non-linear filters in order to normalize ion mass
spectra measured by different angular detection sectors in TICS. A general conclusions
regarding experience from part II is that feedforward neural networks are simple and fast to
use a for non-linear transformations and filtering. It is also relatively simple to use a neural
network, as a transformation function after it has been trained. That is, a trained network can
be "ported" to regular run-time c-code routine, this routine can then easily be addressed in
data analysis.

Both the TETRAD II method and neural networks methods need large and robust data
sets of consistent measured data. The difficulties in this report have in fact been the lack of
data not the methods used. An automatic triggering system for burst and x-burst mode
measurements during more active periods of ion fluxes is desirable, both for this type of post
analysis and also, of course, for pure scientific values. A suggested method would be to
monitor a large set of instruments on-line (in low resolution mode) automatically by a neural
network. Train the network to predict when the satellite will approach an active area. It is
optional if the triggering system should be a self learning (on-line) system, or a batch mode
trained system.

The conclusions regarding the TICS instrument itself, is that the anode system resolution
that identifies the location of a detected ion on the MCP is low. This was already know prior
to this investigation, but needed to be more accurately determined. The next model of TICS
will use another architecture. Measured response will also be an issue of consideration.

The authors believe that neural networks can be used to perform more complex non-linear
operations onboard a satellite. The NN can either be trained on-line on board the satellite or be
trained in batch mode (off-line) on ground and updated simply by downloading a new set of
weights to the satellite computer, as simply as to download a new look-up table. Neural
Networks can be implemented as hardware units if calculation speed is essential.

Examples of NN systems that could be both trained and used for classification on-line are
Adaptive resonance theory, developed by Carpenter and Grossberg [Carpenter et al 1987 A,B]
[Grossberg 1987], or a Self Organizing Map nets developed by Prof Kohonen,
[Kohonen 1987]. Off-line systems could for example be back propagation neural nets, or a
rule based system (Fuzzy logic systems, not described here). Both the on-line and off-line
monitoring system could also be used to select data that should be stored and transmitted to
ground, and what data should be trashed. That is, such systems can not only perform better
triggering but also reduce the memory and telemetry capacity needed on the satellite .
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Appendix A: A brief description of TICS and its operation

A cross section of the Three-dimensional Ion Composition Spectrometer. TICS,
instrument is shown in figure Al. The figure is divided into 3 parts: (Tl) a spherical "top hat"
and circular inlet for ions, (T2) a cylinder passage with a strong permanent magnetic field
perpendicular to the ion path, and finally (T3) the micro channel ion detection plate, MCP.
The spherical top hat allows ion to enter from 360° in one plane.

The spherical top hat also operates as an electrostatic analyser, i.e. only ions of a specific
energy will be allowed to pass. The energy is swept from 1 eV up to 4300 eV in 32 steps. One
complete energy sweep takes 0.4s in total. The permanent magnetic field in the cylinder
section (T2) is perpendicular to the ion path and results in a Lorenz force F = q(v x B) on the
ion, where v is velocity, q charge and B is the internal magnetic field. This force will deflect
the ions in the radial direction, light ions will be more deflected than heavy ions. It will
therefore be possible to distinguish an ion mass spectrum on the MCP (T3) in the radial
direction.

T3

Figure Al: A cross section of TICS, The spherical top hat TI having a 360° inlet for ions
and operates as a electrostatic analyser, the permanent magnetic chamber T2 which deflect
ions in the radial direction depending on the weight of the ion, and finally the ion detection
plate, MCP, T3 and the underlying anode system that identify the location of a detected ion
on the MCP.
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The MCP is divided into 32 angular sectors and each sector is divided into 32
masschannels in the radial direction, figure A2. Not all angular sectors on TICS are used.
Sector 0 and 1 are excluded, and sector 31 is used as a waist sector for detections that could
not be correctly identified by the anode system. Thus, totally 29 sectors are used for data
analysis.

Each sector is divided up into 32 channels in the radial direction. Also the radial channels
are divided into four ion groups corresponding to the assumed target positions of the four ion
species H" ,̂ He"*"1", He+ and O+. The actual locations were these ion were expected to hit the
MCP were determined during calibration before launch (table 1.1 page 5). Each ion group is
identified by two integration points, e.g. summarising detected counts on masschannel 1
tlirough 6 and 22 through 27 are believed to represent FT*" and 0+ measurements.

13

14

A sector on the MCP

24 25 26
27

t t
(1..6) (8..13) (l5..20) (22.27)

Figure A2: A schematic drawing of the MCP in TICS, left picture shows all 32 sectors and
mass channels, right picture shows one sector and marks out the integration points for each of
the four ion species H+, He++, He4" and O+ , the marked channels represent originally
determined integration points for energy levels below 600 eV, integration points for other
energy levels are listed in table 1.1 page 5 .

An anode system is used to determine the position (sector and masschannel) of a detected
ion on the MCP. This gives a total of 29x32x32 measured values in one single energy sweep.
The instrument position on the satellite, figure A3, allows measurements in both the spherical
co-ordinate angles relative to the earth magnetic field lines, i.e. the pitch angles (Pa) and the
azimuth angles (Az). The Pa is the angle between the ion velocity vector and the direction of
the geomagnetic field. For Freja data obtained in the northern hemisphere pitch angles of 0°
and 180° corresponds to down- and up-going particles, respectively. All Pa and Az angles will
be covered within 3s due to the rotation of Freja (one spin is 6s), thus the whole 3-dimension
velocity space is covered every half spin.
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The FREJA Satellite

Figure A3: The Freja satellite and the position of TICS, it will be moved out (radially) by an
sliding arm to avoid shielding. The ion inlet (Tl in figure Al) is parallel to the satellite spin
axis, thus TICS will detect ions from all directions due to the satellite rotation.

TICS can be used in a number of operation "modes", e.g. Normal High, Burst and
Exclusive Burst. Each mode measure data in diffrent resolutions. Normal High is the most
used operation mode, it has been used for over 98% of TICS measurements.The description
below of different operation modes refer to the specification of the modes before this
investigation started (Feb. 1994).

Normal High (Nrmll) gives only the summarised ion masschannel group data for all
sectors used, the odd sectors ( 3,5,7....) gives two values (H+ and 0+) and the
even sectors gives all four ion measurements (H+,He~H~,He+ and 0+). That is,
Normal high gives H+ and O+ for all sectors, but He"1"4" and He+ are only given
for every second sector.

Burst (BstN) normal mode gives 16 mass values for every sector (no integration as
in Normal High mode occurs). That is, counts on every second masschannel e.g.
masschannel 1,3,5,... is given8.

Exclusive Burst (BstX) mode gives 32 values for every sector. That is, all
masschannels are given for all sectors. This mode was only used during orbit
2248-2570

8This has been changed so that Burst mode measuremets on later FREJA orbits gives the sum of every
two mass-channel.
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